TRAPUNIT
Poison-free rodent box with trap and LED indicator

New legislation for rodent control
in EU
New EU rules prohibit the use of poison preventing rat
attacks. Poison is still allowed to be used for acute attacks,
but if you
have pets or domestic animals, e.g. hens etc. poison-free
prevention is the safest and best solution.

LED indicator
TrapUnit Basic, metal-box with build-in rodent
This poison-free rodent-trap solution makes it
possible to prevent rodent attacks. In addition, it
is easy to find out, if there is rodent activity. If the
trap is triggered, a red LED flashes on top of the
box. Everyone in the household can see if
there is a rat in the trap. Watch demo video on
www.trapunit.com.

trap - with LED indicator.

Only dangerous for rodents
The metal box is a galvanized quality box fitted
with a solid and strong plastic trap that effectively kills the
rat. The trap is mounted behind shields and the rat /
mouse must pierce a perforated cardboard to get to the
trap. The perforated cardboard sheets ensures that birds
and similar small animals do not empty the lure in the trap,
or are being trapped. The cardboard slices can be
replaced if/when they are destroyed by rodents.

Incapsulated electronic
The electronics in the LED module are glue encased to
protect it from moisture and ensuring
long life. The module uses two standard AA batteries. The
battery life is +5 years, consuming power only when the
trap is triggered. When the trap is triggered, the flashing
time is up to two months, depending on the quality of the
batteries and ambient temperature. The LED module

also has a LOW bat feature, so there is a warning if
the batteries are discharged..

www.trapunit.com

The box viewed from above with no cover. The
rat-trap is mounted behind screen walls that
ensures that only rodents can get to the trap.
Patented gnaw-through pierced paper walls
ensure that only rats and mice (and not birds)
can get to the trap. These paper walls are
exchangeable when damaged. Next to the rat
trap, there is room for clicking a mouse trap into
the bottom plate, this is an option at extra cost.

Guideline price for the end-user
39,90 € incl. VAT
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